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AN INTRODUCTION
By Michae l  Tay lor

In the opening paragraph of his 1789  memoir, the black 
British abolitionist Olaudah Equiano presents himself as an 
everyman. ‘I offer here the history of neither a saint, a hero, 
nor a tyrant’, he tells his readers. ‘I believe there are few 
events in my life which have not happened to many.’

This is entirely wrong. From his earliest years in ‘a charm-
ing fruitful vale’ in what is now Nigeria to his retirement 
as a gentleman, Equiano lived a life of uncommon drama. 
His story is reminiscent of the eighteenth century’s most 
imaginative picaresque adventures. If The Interesting Nar-
rative were fiction, it might sit alongside Fielding’s Tom 
Jones or Smollett’s Roderick Random as an archetype of 
the genre – and so it was prescient that Equiano’s parents 
named him ‘Olaudah’ (pronounced Oh- lah- oo- dah), which 
means ‘vicissitudes or fortunate’.
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ENSLAVEMENT

When Spanish and Portuguese merchant- adventurers 
annexed swathes of the Americas in the sixteenth century, 
they found that white colonists were unwilling to undertake 
the back- breaking work needed to cultivate tropical crops. 
Enslaved African labour became the grotesque lifeblood of 
the New World economy. By the 1750s, with the French 
and the British having built their own slave empires, some 
50,000 Africans were being enslaved and trafficked across 
the Atlantic every year.

It was Equiano’s misfortune that he was born in the mid- 
1740s in what was then the kingdom of Benin, a prime hunt-
ing ground for European slave traders.1 At the age of 11, a 
rival nation kidnapped Equiano before selling him to Brit-
ish merchants for the price of 172 ‘little white shells’. When 
this was paid, he endured ‘six or seven months’ of captivity 
before arriving at the coast. There he saw the sea for the 
first time, and a slave ship anchored and awaiting its cargo. 
Equiano records in the Narrative that these scenes ‘filled 
me with astonishment, which was soon converted into ter-
ror when I was carried on board . . . I was now persuaded 
that I had gotten into a world of bad spirits, and that they 

1 There is some controversy over Equiano’s birthplace. His 
 biographer Vincent Carretta has pointed to the fact that the reg-
ister which records his baptism in London in 1759 records his 
birthplace as South Carolina, then a British colony. On the other 
hand, Equiano’s descriptions of Igboland in southeastern Nigeria 
are vivid, suggesting he was indeed from there.
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were going to kill me’. It is also the first time that Equiano 
has seen Europeans, and even their appearance alarms him.

Few people have described the horrors of the Middle Pas-
sage – that is, the ocean voyage from the African coast to 
the American colonies – with as much colour and clarity as 
Equiano. ‘When I looked round the ship and saw a large 
furnace of copper boiling’, he recounts, ‘and a multitude of 
black people of every description chained together, every 
one of their countenances expressing dejection and sorrow, 
I no longer doubted of my fate’. After weeks on the ocean in 
the sultry sailing season, with the enslaved crammed every 
which way into the bowels of the ship, ‘the air soon became 
unfit for respiration, from a variety of loathsome smells, and 
brought on a sickness among the slaves, of which many 
died, thus falling victim to the improvident avarice  .  .  . of 
their purchasers’. And there were other indignities on such 
voyages: Equiano would later witness sailors ‘gratify[ing] 
their brutal passions with females not yet ten years old’.

Unloaded but apparently ‘unsaleable’ in Barbados, Equiano’s 
captors took him to Virginia, where he witnessed planta-
tion slavery for the first time. Weeding plants and gather-
ing stones, loneliness crippled him: he shared no language 
with the other enslaved Africans, let  alone the  colonists. 
Even indoors, where enslaved people could expect a less 
gruesome life, he was shocked at how black women were 
clapped in iron muzzles while cooking dinner for the plant-
ers. Here, Equiano was called Jacob; during the Middle 
Passage, he had been called Michael. Yet when he was pur-
chased by the British naval officer Michael Henry Pascal, 
and bundled onto a vessel laden with tobacco bound for 
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England, Equiano received yet another name. Gustav Vasa 
was the sixteenth- century king of Sweden who led his nation 
to independence from Denmark and, following the success 
of a London play based on his life, the Swedish monarch 
had acquired a cult following in Britain. Accordingly, Pascal 
renamed Equiano in honour of Vasa (misspelling the original 
name to make him ‘Gustavas Vassa’). It took time for Equi-
ano to assent: ‘When I refused to answer my new name’, 
he recalled, ‘which at first I did, it gained me many a cuff’.

WITNESS OF HISTORY

In the years that followed, Equiano’s story shadows the major 
events of British history. Upon the outbreak of the Seven 
Years War, he hunts French ships in the English Channel. 
He docks at Portsmouth during the court- martial of Admiral 
Byng, whom the authorities famously executed for failing to 
defend Minorca from the French. Equiano’s ship then ferries 
the Duke of Cumberland – the Butcher of Culloden – from 
the Netherlands to London, and in 1758 he and his master 
Michael Pascal convey General James Wolfe to death and 
glory in French Canada. Soon afterwards, Equiano sees the 
British fleet at Gibraltar capture the first fighting Temeraire, 
the third of which Turner would paint so brilliantly in the 
1830s. During all of this, Equiano found the time to convert 
to Christianity, receiving his baptism at St Margaret’s Church 
in the shadow of Westminster Abbey.

Even after the turmoil of the first truly global war, which 
ended with the British making enormous gains in Canada 
and India, the young Equiano continued to collide with 
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the actors and places of the age. He claims to have heard 
George Whitefield, the Methodist who roused American 
Christians during the Great Awakening, preach at Philadel-
phia, although this probably happened at Savannah. Equi-
ano also did business on St Eustatius, the tiny Dutch island 
in the Caribbean which would prove so pivotal in the Ameri-
can Revolutionary War. There, the riches of its warehouses 
so distracted the plundering British admiral George Rodney 
that he could not prevent the French navy from surrounding 
the British forces so decisively at Yorktown.

BUSINESS VENTURES AND FREEDOM

Despite what Equiano represents as faithful service to Pas-
cal, they did not part on good terms. Equiano had won con-
siderable prize money by boxing against other boys on the 
decks of ships, but when Pascal sold Equiano to another 
British officer in Gravesend, he refused to pay up. Indeed, 
when they chanced upon each other in later years, Pascal 
told Equiano that he would not have yielded a penny even if 
Equiano had won £10,000 by fighting.

Upon being sold once more  – this time to the merchant 
Robert King, a Philadelphian who traded in the West Indies – 
Equiano spied a chance for redemption and freedom. Earn-
ing the trust of King and his shipmates, with whom he darted 
about the Caribbean on King’s business, Equiano began to 
sell goods and earn money in his own right. By 1765 he 
had acquired £40, more than £7,000 in today’s money, and 
this was enough to persuade King, however reluctantly, to 
permit Equiano to purchase his own freedom. Equiano even 
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had £8 spare to buy a sparkling ‘super- fine’ light blue suit ‘to 
dance in at my freedom’.

What would he do with his newly earned liberty? Equiano 
does not quite know which path to follow. At first, he returns 
to what he knows, merchant sailing, and there follows the 
dramatic shipwreck of the sloop Nancy in the Bahamas, 
where in his judgment only Providence saved him from 
drowning or dying of thirst. Taking leave of the Americas, 
Equiano returns to London and, besides learning to play the 
French horn, takes up an apprenticeship in hairdressing at 
Haymarket. This does not suit the restless sailor, who again 
goes to sea. Now cruising the Mediterranean, he embarks 
on the mercantile equivalent of the Georgian era’s Grand 
Tour: from Savoyard Nice to Tuscan Livorno – or as the Brit-
ish called it, Leghorn – and then to Ottoman Smyrna on the 
Aegean coast. Equiano even takes in the grand opera at 
Naples, where the eruption of Vesuvius in 1769 sprinkles 
ash on the deck of his ship.

By 1773, Equiano was ready for an altogether more expan-
sive mission, enlisting on HMS Racehorse for an exploratory 
voyage to the Arctic in search of the elusive north- eastern 
passage to India. Led by Constantine Phipps  – whose 
descendant, as governor of Jamaica, would do much to has-
ten the abolition of slavery in that colony – the journey pro-
duces one of the first English- language descriptions of polar 
bears, of which Equiano claims the crew killed nine. Having 
escaped the drifting ice packs which sundered many a ship 
beyond Svalbard, Equiano’s next adventure takes him to the 
Mosquito Coast, the Caribbean shoreline which stretches 
along present- day Nicaragua and Honduras. Perhaps sur-
prisingly, Equiano had gone into business here with a former 
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shipmate in order to establish a slave plantation. Below we 
consider further the moral ambiguity of this endeavour.

EMERGING ABOLITIONIST

In 1777, Equiano was back in London, which he had come 
to regard as ‘home’, and where abolitionism was emerging 
from the crucible of dissenting Protestant thought. In its 
earliest years, the abolitionist ‘movement’ operated only in 
sporadic bursts, often at the prompting of Granville Sharp. 
The son of a Northumbrian deacon, Sharp had rescued Afri-
can teenager Jonathan Strong from deportation to Jamaica 
in 1765 before intervening in the Somerset litigation of 
1772–73. Here, the issue before the English courts con-
cerned the ability of a planter to re- enslave a person, in this 
case the freed black man James Somerset, on British soil. 
Although Lord Mansfield ruled in time in Somerset’s favour, 
it was not the sweeping condemnation of slaveholding that 
so many had wanted. The Morning Chronicle described the 
judgment as ‘guarded, cautious, and concise’.

In the spring of 1783, Equiano made his first momentous 
contribution to the abolitionist cause. He delivered some 
highly disturbing intelligence to Sharp, who was working as 
a clerk at the Ordnance Office. ‘Gustavus Vasa a Negro’, 
Sharp wrote in his diary, ‘called on me with an account of 
130 Negroes being thrown Alive into the sea from on Board 
an English Slave Ship.’ (Beyond the authorship of the Narra-
tive, Equiano went almost universally by the name of Vasa.)

The ship in question was the Zong, which in 1781 had set 
off from the Gold Coast for Jamaica with 442 Africans in its 
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hold. Having mistakenly sailed past Jamaica by several hun-
dred miles, and finding themselves short of drinking water, 
the crew of the Zong had elected – as Equiano accurately 
reported – to throw overboard almost one- third of the peo-
ple they were trafficking. They did so for purely commercial 
reasons: the insurance law of the day provided nothing if 
enslaved Africans died of natural causes such as dehydra-
tion, but did compensate traders for any ‘cargo’ that they 
needed to jettison in order to preserve the remainder. It fol-
lowed that, when the case of the Zong came before the 
courts, it was not on account of criminal charges; instead, 
the dispute arose because the insurers refused to pay up. 
It would take an appeal and the scandalous evidence that 
the Zong in fact had plenty of water on board for the insur-
ers to win, but Sharp would fail to bring criminal charges 
against the crew.

Even so, the Zong massacre proved a catalyst for abolition-
ism. By 1787, the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the 
Slave Trade had formed under the political leadership of 
William Wilberforce. Equiano – in alliance with other once- 
enslaved Britons such as Ottobah Cugoano  – established 
the corresponding society known as the Sons of Africa. 
Working in tandem, Wilberforce’s abolitionists and the 
Sons of Africa began flooding the London papers with anti- 
slavery material, constructing mass petitions calling for abo-
lition, and publishing tracts which attacked the slave trade 
on moral, religious, and even economic grounds. Equiano’s 
pugnacious dispute with pro- slavery interests in the Morn-
ing Chronicle brought him ever greater renown.

Equiano had also taken a position with the Committee 
for the Relief of the Black Poor. The Committee had been 
founded in 1786 to provide assistance to the thousands of 
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black loyalists whose reward for fighting with the Crown 
against the American revolutionaries was freedom – albeit 
a freedom which often left them languishing on the streets 
of London. Almost immediately, the Committee set about 
resettling these black loyalists to Sierra Leone, the new Brit-
ish colony on the coast of Guinea. Appointed as a commis-
sary with responsibility for ‘provisions and stores’, Equiano’s 
time with the Sierra Leone project would end in ignominy – 
he was dismissed after complaining about the colony’s 
financial mismanagement. But it was in this context of 
increasing public engagement with the slavery issue that, 
in 1789, he wrote and published the Interesting Narrative.

THE NARRATIVE

Equiano’s Narrative was not published into a vacuum; nor 
did he publish his autobiography as an unknown. On the 
contrary, he wrote with the political and financial support 
of many significant figures in British society who demon-
strated that support by subscribing to the first edition; that 
is, they committed to buy a copy and paid the price up- front, 
so that Equiano could live upon these early proceeds as he 
concentrated on writing. Many of the Narrative’s subscrib-
ers (listed at the start of the book) will be familiar to even 
casual students of Georgian history: the Prince of Wales, 
the future Prince Regent and George III; the (Grand Old) 
Duke of York; the abolitionists Thomas Clarkson and James 
Ramsay; the author Hannah More and the businessman 
Josiah Wedgwood; founder of Methodism John Wesley; 
and a healthy dose of MPs and peers besides. Into their 
hands Equiano now placed the most affecting account of 
enslavement  – and African intelligence and ingenuity  – 
which had been written.
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As the opening passages of the Narrative make clear, slav-
ery was nothing new to Equiano. At home in Benin, the 
houses of masters and their slaves made up the towns and 
villages. Equiano’s own father had been a slaveholder, and 
the local slave trade was frequently the cause of ‘irruptions 
of one little state or district into another’. Yet in Equiano’s 
view there were plain differences between African slavery 
and that into which Europeans forced him and so many 
millions of others. For one thing, Equiano almost appears 
to regard African enslavement as justifiable. ‘Sometimes 
indeed we sold slaves to them’, he writes of his neigh-
bours, ‘but they were only prisoners of war, or such among 
us who had been convicted of kidnapping, or adultery, and 
some other crimes, which we esteemed heinous.’ In short, 
slavery was dependent on the character of the person, not 
their skin colour. ‘But how different was their condition from 
that of the slaves in the West Indies!’ Equiano exclaims. 
‘With us they do no more work than other members of 
the community, even their masters; their food, clothing and 
lodging were nearly the same as theirs . . . Some of these 
slaves have even slaves under them as property, and for 
their own use.’

This contrasted sharply with what Equiano experienced 
at the hands of British slave traders. Just as Mary Prince 
would later educate British readers on the atrocities 
inflicted upon enslaved people in the West Indies of the 
1820s, Equiano gave the readers of the 1780s a painful 
and often shocking account of the odious commerce. 
‘Slaves are sometimes, by half- feeding, half- clothing, over- 
working and stripes, reduced so low’, he lamented, ‘that 
they are turned out as unfit for service, and left to per-
ish in the woods, or expire on a dunghill.’ This hatred of 
slavery would not, however, prevent Equiano from buying 
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enslaved people to work on the plantation that he sought 
to establish on the Mosquito Coast. Moreover, when Equi-
ano eventually abandoned the project it was not because 
this apparent toleration of slavery had expired. Rather, it 
was because he disliked the lifestyle: ‘our mode of pro-
cedure and living in this heathenish form’ he writes, was 
‘very irksome’.

EQUIANO THE CHRISTIAN

Besides slavery, the second great theme of the Narrative 
is Christianity. As such, it falls squarely within the genre 
of spiritual autobiography, and Equiano sought explicitly to 
immerse himself in the same religion that was practised 
by his readers. Though his faith was no doubt sincere (he 
fondly recalls his conversion and later baptism in the year 
1759), it was also a rhetorical device to remind his read-
ers that all Africans, such as he, were capable of Christian 
piety and British civility. Perhaps of even more relevance, 
Equiano’s Christianity was pointedly Protestant and often 
hostile to Catholicism. When sailing the Mediterranean, for 
instance, he decries the Portuguese Inquisition and its pro-
hibition of lay readership of the Bible. He is equally unim-
pressed with Catholic rituals in Porto: ‘I had a great curiosity 
to go into some of their churches’, he writes, ‘but could not 
gain admittance without using the necessary sprinkling of 
holy water at my entrance  .  .  .  I therefore completed this 
with ceremony, but its virtues were lost on me, for I found 
myself nothing the better for it’.

Along the coast at Malaga he despairs of bullfighting, but 
not of its barbarity: rather, the offence is the performance 
‘on Sunday evenings’. It was therefore easy for Equiano 
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to spurn the advances of Father Vincent, a ‘popish priest’ 
[sic] as he put it, who wished Equiano to study in a Span-
ish seminary. Writing for his mostly Protestant audience, 
Equiano ‘could not in conscience conform to the opinions 
of his Church’. However, this Protestantism was heartfelt. 
When preaching to the peoples of the Mosquito Cost, 
Equiano took with him that canon of anti- Catholic fervour, 
Foxe’s Book of Martyrs, replete with its gruesome wood-
cuts of ‘papal cruelties’ that were inflicted upon Reformed 
Christians in the sixteenth century. It would be wrong to 
ascribe this explicit Protestantism as a function of reli-
gious bigotry. More likely, it was another device to make 
plain Equiano’s acquired Britishness: before the Jacobin 
espousal of deism in the 1790s, Britons defined French-
men by way of their Catholicism as much as their absolut-
ism, and it followed that any good Briton was an equally 
good Protestant.

Equiano makes frequent references to the Israelites of 
the Old Testament. In the first chapter, he writes of ‘the 
strong analogy which . . . appears to prevail in the manners 
and customs of my country and those of the Jews, before 
they reached the Land of Promise’. Later, when first read-
ing the Bible itself, Equiano is struck by the similarity of 
the Levitical exegeses to the customs of his homeland. 
The liberation of enslaved Africans seems to him the nat-
ural sequel to the exodus from Egypt and the escape from 
Babylon; just as songs of sweet chariots resounded in 
the fields of the antebellum South, the victims of British 
slavery imagined themselves as Israelites awaiting free-
dom. It was not coincidence that, on the body of Quam-
ina Gladstone, the leader of the 1823 enslaved uprising in 
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Demerara, the British authorities reportedly found a Bible 
marked at Joshua 8:1: ‘Take all the people of war with 
you, and rise’.

Equiano’s equation of British slaves with the Jews of Exodus 
also played into the contemporary fashion to imagine Britain 
itself as the heir of Israel. Handel’s oratorios for George II 
were based on the legends of Esther, Deborah, and Zadok 
the Priest; pamphleteers celebrated the British victory over 
the French in the Seven Years’ War as the triumph of the 
Israelites over the Moabites; and even the radical William 
Blake wrote of founding a new Jerusalem. Most happily of 
all, for Equiano these Biblical comparisons could merge in 
patriotic abolitionism.

EQUIANO AND ECONOMICS

The Narrative contains plenty of nods and winks to the 
prevailing intellectual fashions of the age. One of these is 
stadial theory, which was favoured by Equiano’s contem-
porary, the Scottish founder of modern economics, Adam 
Smith. The theory held that all societies passed through 
four stages of development, from hunting and gather-
ing through pastoral then arable farming, to commercial 
trading. This arc is apparent in Equiano’s own progress 
through life.

Economic thinking also finds expression in Equiano’s com-
ments on the effects of European commerce. He recog-
nises, for instance, that wars among African nations were 
often incited ‘by those traders who brought the European 
goods  .  .  .  amongst us’, and he rues that ‘such a mode of 
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obtaining slaves in Africa is common’. The economic imbal-
ance to these transactions was palpable: ‘When a trader wants 
slaves’, Equiano  continues, ‘he applies to a chief for them, and 
tempts him with his wares. It is not extraordinary if  .  .  . he 
accepts the price of his fellow creatures’ liberty with as little 
reluctance as the enlightened merchant’.

Equiano wrote to the President of Britain’s Board of Trade to 
encourage the extension of its imperial market into Africa, 
and the closing passages of the Narrative explore the pos-
sibility of ‘legitimate commerce’ acting as an economic 
means of eradicating the slave trade. If British merchants 
would trade in African manufactures and not in people, the 
thinking went, the prime incentive to enslave would dissi-
pate. ‘A commercial intercourse with Africa’, Equiano writes, 
‘opens an Inexhaustible source of Wealth to the manufactur-
ing Interest of Great Britain; and to all which the slave trade 
is an objection.’ In other words, Equiano was a promoter of 
free trade; his own activity as a trader had helped him buy 
his freedom.

Finally, there is also in the Narrative more than a hint of the 
Smithian economics that would inform Thomas Malthus’s 
ideas about economics and population: ‘If the blacks were 
permitted to remain in their own country’, Equiano says, 
‘they would double themselves every fifteen years’.

THE NARRATIVE’S IMPACT

Initial reviews of the Narrative in the British periodical 
press – the great engine of enlightened public discourse – 
were mixed.
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The Monthly Review of June 1789 believed that the work of 
‘this very intelligent African’ was well calculated to ‘increase 
the odium that has been excited against the West- India 
planters’. Yet the reviewer cannot quite believe that an Afri-
can was capable of writing a book: ‘It is not improbable that 
some English writer has assisted him in the compilement 
of his book; for it is sufficiently well- written’. The General 
Magazine and Impartial Review praised the text’s ‘truth and 
simplicity’, finding that ‘the author’s account of the man-
ners of the natives of his own province [was] interesting 
and pleasing’.

Several reviewers agreed that Equiano’s meditations on 
Christianity were weak and, frankly, boring, and among 
them was the radical philosopher Mary Wollstonecraft. 
Writing under a pseudonym in the Analytical Review, she 
finds Equiano’s descriptions of brutality so powerful as to 
‘make the blood turn in its course’. Yet she also finds ‘the 
long account of his religious sentiments and conversion to 
methodism quite tiresome’. Wollstonecraft concludes that 
‘a few well written periods’ could not elevate the Narra-
tive beyond the ordinary: Equiano’s volumes did ‘not exhibit 
extraordinary intellectual powers’, and merely placed him 
‘on a par with the general mass of men, who fill the subor-
dinate stations in a more civilised society than that which 
he was thrown into at birth’. In the same vein, Richard 
Gough in the Gentleman’s Magazine concluded that the 
second volume of the Narrative, which begins after Equi-
ano’s manumission and often devolves upon his spiritual-
ity, was ‘uninteresting, and his conversion to methodism 
oversets the whole’.
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Notwithstanding the critics, the Narrative sped through ever 
more editions on both sides of the Atlantic, and the sym-
pathetic elements of the public hailed Equiano as a politi-
cal and literary hero; in Ireland alone, one edition sold 1900 
copies on the back of a wondrously well received speaking 
tour. (Over 50 years later, the Irish would give a similarly 
rapturous reception to the formerly enslaved American abo-
litionist Frederick Douglass.)

This is not to say that the Narrative conferred immedi-
ate political benefits on the abolitionist cause. Despite 
the promise offered by the Dolben’s Act of 1788, which 
imposed the first regulations upon the British slave trade, 
Wilberforce’s efforts to advance abolitionist legislation 
through Parliament failed repeatedly between 1791 and 
1793. There were powerful interests still arrayed in sup-
port of slavery, and many in British society were profiting 
from it. People also felt sympathy for the British Carib-
bean planters trying to make a living. And when the French 
Revolutionaries executed Louis XVI and declared total war 
on monarchist Europe, any political reform which spoke 
of equality or liberty – let alone fraternity with Africans – 
was doomed to failure. Indeed, as Pitt the Younger’s Tories 
enacted a series of repressive conservative laws, Equiano 
himself fell under suspicion both as a member of the rad-
ical London Corresponding Society and as a friend of its 
founder, Thomas Hardy.

AFTERMATH AND LEGACY

As the French Revolution convulsed Europe and delayed pro-
gress towards abolition for almost fifteen years,  Equiano  – 
enriched by his literary success – settled into domestic life. 
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In 1792, he married Susannah Cullen of Soham, Cambridges-
hire, and he became father to two daughters: Anna Maria 
and Joanna. Tragically, this homely tranquillity would not last. 
Susanna died in 1796, and Equiano would not long survive her: 
living in apartments close to London’s Tottenham Court Road, 
he died on 31 March 1797. The death of his elder daughter left 
Joanna as Equiano’s sole heir, and upon her twenty- first birth-
day she inherited £950, an estate approaching £100,000  in 
today’s money.

Yet Equiano would leave a much grander legacy. In 1807, 
the British Parliament at last passed the Slave Trade Act, 
but it was only the start of slavery’s abolition. Indeed, in 
the 1820s, abolitionists and slaveholders fought ferociously 
over the future of slavery, and Equiano was cited as a key 
witness in the case for emancipation. As one correspond-
ent of the Mirror Monthly Magazine put it, Equiano had ‘dis-
tinguished [himself] as a literary character in this country in 
modern times’.

The Slavery Abolition Act of 1833 further vindicated Equi-
ano, but his greatest legacy is arguably in the United States. 
His Narrative created a literary template, setting the scene 
for Frederick Douglass’s Narrative . . . of an American Slave 
(1845), Solomon Northup’s Twelve Years A Slave (1853), and 
even Booker T. Washington’s Up From Slavery (1901). These 
giants followed in Equiano’s footsteps. A man who was 
prevented from receiving any formal education, and who 
instead led a life of sea- going and spiritual adventure, ended 
up founding a new literary tradition.
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Travels of Olaudah Equiano, as described in the Interesting Narra-
tive, 1789. Created by Miles Ogborn and Edward Oliver, School of 

Geography, Queen Mary University of London.

Source: Ogborn (2008) Global Lives: Britain and the World, 1550–1800  
(Cambridge University Press).
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NOTE ON THE TEXT

• This edition is based on the text of the first edition, pub-
lished by Equiano himself in London in 1789. The edition 
includes Equiano’s own footnotes, and the original two- 
volume structure of the work has been preserved. We 
have retained his original spellings for the most part.

• Explanatory notes appear at the end to help readers 
decode some of Equiano’s references, including names 
of places or peoples that have since changed. However, 
many places he refers to (e.g. ‘Barbadoes’) are self- 
explanatory.

• Equiano published a number of later editions of the book, 
but his alterations were of a minor nature. The Interest-
ing Narrative was also published in Dutch, German, and 
Russian.




